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Coulomb instability of multicharged proteins
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Abstract

We studied the energetics and fragmentation patterns of multicharged (A+)n Morse clusters (n = 55–321), with a total cluster chargeZ = n.
The Morse pair-potential parameters were characterized by the dissociation energyD = 1–10 eV, range parameterα = 1–3Å−1, and interatomic
equilibrium separationRe = 1–3Å. The potential energiesε (per particle) of these multicharged Morse clusters at their equilibrium configuration (with
bond lengthr0) were analyzed in terms of the liquid drop model. This resulted in the relationε = (ā0

C/r0)n2/3 + (ā0
vD/αr0) + [ā0

sD/(αr0)
3/2]n−1/3,

where the reduced parameters ¯a0
C (for the Coulomb energy), ¯a0

v (for the interior energy) and ¯a0
s (for the surface energy) are independent of the

Morse pair-potential parameters. The Rayleigh fissibility parameterX = E(Coulomb)/2E(surface), which determines the fragmentation pattern (i.e.,
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< 1 for cluster fission andX > 1 for Coulomb explosion), was expressed in the formX = (Z /n)[(2ās/āC)(D/α r0 )] . The application of thi
esult to the Coulomb instability of multicharged globular proteins reveals thatX < 1 for the currently available data. The dominating fragmenta
hannel is expected to involve spatially anisotropic protein fission into a small number of large fragments, rather than spatially isotro
oulomb explosion into a large number of small fragments.
2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The fragmentation of multiply charged clusters driven by
ong-range Coulomb forces[1–50] bears close analogy to
oulomb instability of nuclei[51–54], droplets[55–58], and
seudo-Coulomb instability of optical molasses[59,60]. These

arge, finite, multicharged (or effectively charged) systems span
broad size domain of 10–12 orders of magnitude, from

emtometer structures of nuclei[51–54] to nanometer struc-
ures of large molecules and clusters, to micrometer struc-
ures of irradiated ultracold gases[59,60], and to millimeter
tructures of droplets[56–58]. In general, Coulomb instabil-
ty is due to repulsion between positive charges. In this context
ome interesting questions arise regarding the energetics and
ynamics of the fragmentation patterns of multicharged finite
ystems:

1) How does a finite system respond to a large excess charge?

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +972 3 6408322; fax: +972 3 6415054.
E-mail address: jortner@chemsg1.tau.ac.il (J. Jortner).

(2) What are the topography and topology of the multidim
sional energy landscape that guides the system’s frag
tation dynamics?

(3) What are the fragmentation channels and under what
ditions are they realized?

(4) What is the interplay between fission, i.e., instab
towards dissociation of the multicharged finite system
two (or a small number of) large fragments and Coulo
explosion into a large number of small ionic species?

In our previous studies[48,49] we addressed unifying fe
tures of fragmentation channels driven by long-range Cou
forces in clusters, nuclei and droplets. We studied the
getics, fragmentation patterns and dynamics of multicha
(A+)n (n = 55, 135, 321) Morse clusters. The variation of
range of the pair-potential induced changes in the cluste
face energy and in the Rayleigh fissibility parameter[55,10,21
48,49]

X = E(Coulomb)/2E(surface) (1

whereE(Coulomb) is the cluster Coulomb energy andE(surface

1 Present address: Department of Physics, 6230 Urey Hall, University of Cal-

fornia, San Diego, 9500 Gilman Drive, La Jolla, CA 92093-0371, USA.

is the cluster surface energy. Molecular dynamics simula-
tions[48,49]established two distinct fragmentation patterns of
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Fig. 1. Snapshots of the time-resolved fragmentation dynamics of highly charged (A+)55 Morse clusters. The potential parameters are marked on the two panels.
The right panel corresponds to an (s) Morse pair potential with the Rayleigh fissibility parameterX = 4.9. The left panel corresponds to a (�) Morse pair-potential
interaction withX = 0.24. The mass of each A+ ion is 100 amu, its charge isq = 1 and the total cluster charge isZ = n. The Morse pair-potential parameters, Eqs.
(2) and (3), are marked on each panel. The transient structures at different times (t = 0–1500 fs) are marked on each picture. Data adopted from Ref.[49]. Note the
dramatic distinction between the spatially isotropic Coulomb explosion in the right panel and the spatially anisotropic fission in the left panel.

multicharged clusters that involve spatially anisotropic cluster
fission into a small number of large, multicharged clusters for
X < 1, and spatially isotropic Coulomb explosion into a large
number of individual ions and small ionic fragments forX > 1
(Fig. 1). The Rayleigh instability limitX = 1 separates between
spatially anisotropic fission and spatially isotropic Coulomb
explosion[48,49]. The energetics of the ionic fragments is also
qualitatively different for the two fragmentation channels, where
for fission both the fragments’ total kinetic energyEKIN and
their inner energyEIN are high, withEKIN /EIN ∼ 1, while for
Coulomb explosionEKIN /EIN � 1. We also explored[50] the
fission and Coulomb explosion fragmentation dynamics of mul-
ticharged (A+)55 Morse clusters. The multidimensional energy
landscapes for these fragmentation processes were explored by
constructing reduced coordinates utilizing the principal com-
ponent analysis, which was previously applied for the energy
landscapes and folding dynamics of biomolecules. The distance-

matrix based principal component analysis was applied[50] to
study the effects of the potential on the fragmentation dynam-
ics and to explore the structural diversity of the fragmentation
processes.

In the realm of biophysics, highly charged peptides and pro-
teins were interrogated by mass spectrometry[61,62], providing
significant information on the structure, reactivity, conforma-
tional changes and folding of “isolated” anhydrous proteins
[61,62]. It is interesting to inquire what the fragmentation chan-
nels of multicharged proteins are and, in particular, under what
circumstances protein fission and/or Coulomb explosion will be
realized. In this paper we advance estimates of the Rayleigh
fissibility parameter, Eq.(1), for model systems that mimic
the characteristics of multicharged globular proteins[61,62].
Our analysis reveals that the dominating fragmentation channel
of multicharged globular proteins involves fission rather than
Coulomb explosion.
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Fig. 2. Pair potentials for charged Morse clusters. The potential parameters for the (s) potential (α = 3Å−1, Re = 3Å, q = 1) and for the (�) potential (α = 1Å−1,
Re = 2Å, q = 1) are marked on the panels. The dissociation energy parameters are marked on the curves.

2. Energetics of multicharged clusters

Following our previous work[48–50]we consider the ener-
getics of multicharged (A+)n (n = 55, 135, 321) Morse clusters.
The mass of each A+ ion is 100 amu, its charge isq = 1, and the
total cluster charge isZ = n. The interionic pair-potentialU(R)
consists of an attractive Morse potential and of Coulomb repul-
sion:

U(R) = DG(G − 2) + Bq2/R (2)

where

G = exp[−α(R − Re)] (3)

D is the dissociation energy,α the range parameter,Re is the
Morse potential equilibrium distance, andB = 14.4 eV/̊A. Two
sets of Morse potential parameters were used—(s): A short-
range Morse potential withD = 1–10 eV,α = 3Å−1, andRe = 3Å
(αRe = 9, so that the interaction between non-neighboring atoms
is negligibly small); (�): A long-range Morse potential, with
D = 1–10 eV,α = 1Å−1, andRe = 2Å (αRe = 2, so that the con-
tribution of interactions between non-neighboring atoms is of
significance). Pair potentials for charged Morse clusters are pre-
sented inFig. 2. The initial t = 0 nuclear configuration of the
multicharged cluster is presented in the icosohedral geometry
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An energetically stable configuration of the (A+)n cluster
will exist, provided that its energy is negative and lower than
the energy of the products in any decay channel, i.e., evapora-
tion, fragmentation, etc. The (A+)n clusters may also exist in
a metastable configuration, withE being higher than the total
energy of the products in some decay channels, but separated
from them by a barrier (Fig. 3). In particular, the energy of
the metastable configuration of clusters is positive, i.e.,E > 0
(Fig. 3). To consider the stability or metastability of a cluster we
introduce a limiting valueDL(α,Re,n) for the dissociation energy
in the pair potential, which provides a stable or metastable con-
figuration of the (A+)n cluster forD > DL(α,Re,α). In the case
of (s) pair potentials we find limiting values ofDL = 4.2 eV for
n = 55,DL = 8.1 eV forn = 135, andDL = 14.2 eV forn = 321. In
the case of (�) pair potentials, the limiting values areDL = 6.5 eV
for n = 55,DL = 8.2 eV forn = 135, andDL = 9.6 eV forn = 321.
For the case of the (s) pair potential the size dependence of the
limiting value is of the formDL ∝ n2/3. In the case of the (�) pair
potential, the dependence ofDL onn is considerably weaker than
for the (s) case. All the cluster potential energies of equilibrium
configurations at a minimum energy ofD > DL for the potential
parameters of classes (s) and (�), which are presented inFig. 3,
are positive (E > 0), corresponding to a metastable state.

3. The liquid drop model for the cluster energetics
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f the low temperature (T = 10 K) cluster. A thermal, Maxwe
istribution of the ion velocities was obtained after an equili

ion time of 1000 fs at the low temperature.
The total potential energyE({Rij}) of the multicharged (A+)n

lusters is

({Rij}) =
∑ ∑

i<j

U(Rij) (4)

here the pair potentialsU(Rij) are given by Eqs.(2) and (3).
({Rij}) is presented inFig. 3 as a function of the interatom
istancesRij (i,j = 1,. . . ,n), where we tookRij = R for all nearest
eighbor distancesi andj. The potential energy landscapes w
alculated per atom:

({Rij}) = E({Rij})/n (5)
The potential energies ofε = ε({R0
ij}) and the multicharge

etastable (A+)n clusters (n = 55, 135, 321) at the metasta
tate, which correspond to the minimum of the potential su
at the equilibrium configuration{R0

ij}), were analyzed by th
iquid drop model (LDM)[21,48,49,63]. The potential energyε
per particle) is

= εC + εM (6)

here

C = aCn2/3 (7)

s the Coulomb energy. The Morse energy is

M = εs + εv (8)
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Fig. 3. Energy landscapes for the radial expansion of (A+)55 clusters (the two top panels) and of (A+)135 clusters (the two bottom panels). The potential parameters
for (s) and (�) pair potentials are marked on the panels. The dissociation energy parameters are marked on the curves. Note that all the minima in the potential surfaces
correspond to metastable states.

Fig. 4. Analyses of the energetics of the icosohedral charged (A+)n (n = 55, 135, 321) Morse clusters by the LDM. The potential parameters are: (s) short-range
potential withα = 3Å−1, Re = 3Å, D = 14.2 eV andq = 1 (©); (�) long-range potential withα = 1Å−1, Re = 2Å, D = 9.6 eV andq = 1 (�). All energies are given per
particle.
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where the surface energy isεs = asn−1/3, while the interior energy
is εv = av. Eq.(6) is then given in the form:

ε = aCn2/3 + av + asn
−1/3 (9)

Here the LDM parametersaC, av andas are size independent.
Model calculations of the cluster size dependence of the energies
εC, εs andεv are presented inFig. 4 for (s)-type Morse clusters
with D = 14.2 eV and for (�)-type Morse clusters withD = 9.6 eV.
These highD parameters correspond to theDL limiting values
for the largest size (n = 321) clusters. The LDM scaling laws,
εC ∝ n2/3, εs = n−1/3 andεv = const, are obeyed (Fig. 4).

The dependence of the total energyε, Eq.(9), and the LDM
parameters on the Morse potential dissociation energyD, was
explored[49]. On the basis of our previous analysis[49] we
assert thataC is independent onD, while parametersav andas
exhibit a linear dependence onD, i.e.,av = a0

vD andas = a0
sD.

The cluster size dependence ofε can then be represented in the
form:

ε = aCn2/3 + D(a0
v + a0

sn
−1/3) (10)

whereaC, a0
v anda0

s are independent ofD and depend on the
Morse pair-potential parametersα andRe.

In Table 1, we present the LDM parametersaC, a0
v anda0

s
for the (s)-type and for the (�)-type Morse clusters. An addi-
tional important structural attribute for the energy landscape
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v obeys the approximate

relationa0
v ∝ (αr0)−1. Finally, thea0

s parameter is larger by a
numerical factor of∼12 for the (�)-type cluster relative to the
(s)-type cluster, obeying the empirical energya0

s ∝ (αr0)−3/2.
From these results, the energies of the multicharged Morse clus-
ters, Eq.(10), can be expressed in the form:

ε = ā0
C(1/r0)n2/3 + ā0

v(D/αr0) + ā0
sD(1/αr0)3/2n−1/3 (11)

with the reduced LDM parameters

ā0
C = aCr0, ā0

v = av(αr0/D) = a0
v(αr0),

ā0
s = as(αr0)3/2/D = a0

s(αr0)3/2 (11a)

being given inTable 1. The reduced LDM parameters, ¯a0
C, ā0

v,
and ā0

s, Eq. (11a), are independent of the Morse pair-potential
parameters. It is instructive to note that each of these reduced
LDM parameters for the (s) and the (�) clusters (Table 1) are
nearly identical (within 20%), being independent of the nature
and range of the Morse potential. At this stage we can discard the
segregation between (s)-type and (�)-type potentials and use Eq.
(11) for the characterization of the energetics of Morse clusters.

4. The fissibility parameter

An important parameter, which characterizes the nature of
the dominating fragmentation channel of a multicharged cluster,
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s the equilibrium bond lengthr0. From the energy landscap
Fig. 3) we infer that for the bond dissociation energies of che
al interest (D = 2–6 eV) characteristic bond lengths arer0 = 3Å
or the (s)-type potential andr0 = 1.5Å for the (�)-type poten
ial. For the (s)-type potentialr0 ∼ Re, with the bond length i
he cluster being close to the minimum of the pair poten
hile for the (�)-type potentialr0 > Re. The bond lengths ma

fest a weak cluster size dependence in then = 55–321 domain
rom the data ofTable 1we infer that the three LDM param
tersaC, a0

v anda0
s for the (�)-type cluster are larger than f

he (s)-type cluster. The parameteraC is larger by a numerica
actor of∼2 for the (�)-type cluster than for the (s)-type cluster
beying the relationaC ∝ (r0)−1, which is in accord with th
asic expression for the cluster charging energy. Thea0

v param-
ter is larger by a numerical factor of∼7 for the (�)-type cluste

han for the (s)-type cluster. We expect that the volume ene
arameter is determined by the Morse potential range at the

able 1
arameters for the LDM fit of the equilibrium potential energies for icosoh

A+)n clusters (n = 55, 135, 321)

otential (s) α = 3Å−1; Re = 3Å (�) α = 1Å−1; Re = 1Å

C (eV) 4.8 10.8
0̄
C (eVÅ) 14.4 16.2
0
v −6.9 −50
0̄
v −62 −75
0
s 11.5 148
0̄
s 310 280

0 (Å) 3.0 1.5

he nature of the potential ((s) or (�)) is specified in the columns. Data foraC,
0̄
C andā0

s from Ref.[49].
i-

s the fissibility parameter, Eq.(1). On the basis of the LDM
nalysis of Section3, the fissibility parameter for a (An+)n cluster

s given by

= εC/2εs (12)

rom Eqs.(7) and (8)we obtain:

= (aC/2as)n (13)

t follows from Eq.(13) that for the fragmentation of the (A+)n

lusterX ∝ n. In the more general case of the fragmenta
f a (An)Z+ cluster of sizen and total chargeZ (for Z � 1), n

n Eq. (13) should be replaced byZ2/n, whereuponX ∝ (Z2/n).
ccordingly, we replace Eq.(13)by

= (aC/2as) (Z2/n) (14)

From the preceding analysis, which led to Eq.(11), we infer
hat aC = ā0

C(D/r0) andas = ā0
sD/(αr0)3/2. Accordingly, the

ssibility parameter, Eq.(14), will be given by

= (ā0
C/2ā0

s)(α3/2r
1/2
0 /D)(Z2/n) (15)

inally, the fissibility parameter can be expressed in the
hich is common in nuclear physics and in metal cluster ph

21,63], i.e.,

= (Z2/n)/(Z2/n)cr (16)

here

Z2/n)cr = (2ā0
s/ā

0
C)(D/α3/2r

1/2
0 ) (17)

q.(16)represents the ratio between surface and Coulomb
ies on the single constituent scale. With an uncertainty r
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of ±10% the data ofTable 1result in 2ā0
s/ā

0
C

∼= 47. For multi-
charged large molecules and biomolecules we shall specify the
Coulomb instability by Eq.(16)with

(Z2/n)cr = 47D/α3/2r
1/2
0 (18)

The parameters units in Eqs.(17) and (18)are: (ā0
C (eVÅ )), (D

(eV)), (α (Å−1)) and (r0 (Å)).

5. On the Coulomb instability of multicharged proteins

We would like to inquire what the fragmentation pattern of
multicharged proteins in the gas phase is. In particular, it is
of considerable interest whether multicharged “isolated”, anhy-
drous protein fission or Coulomb explosion occurs. This issue
is of importance in the context of the mass-spectrometric inter-
rogation of highly charged polypeptides and proteins in the gas
phase.

We shall apply Eqs.(16) and (18)for the fissibility parameter
to specify the fragmentation pattern of multicharged globular
proteins[61,62]. In spite of its simplicity, we expect that our
model (Section4) for the Coulomb stability of Morse clusters
will provide guidelines for the characterization of the fragmen-
tation patterns of spherical polypeptides and globular proteins.
The sizen for such biomolecules is specified in terms of the
number of residues, while the total charge is taken from mass-
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channel with a high barrier will insure the structural integrity
of proteins in mass-spectrometric experiments. Kinetic energy
release studies of the melittin peptide withZ = 3 andn = 36,
which are characterized by a low value ofZ2/n = 0.3, reveal
energetic ionic dissociation with the production of several small
fragments (energies of 1.25 eV), presumably induced by local
Coulomb repulsion effects in this moderately small peptide.
Our work provided guidelines for the characterization of the
gross features of protein fission and Coulomb explosion. Fur-
ther experimental mass-spectrometric studies and computational
studies of Coulomb instability of peptides and proteins are called
for.

6. Epilogue

Our interest in the Coulomb instability and fragmentation
dynamics of highly charged proteins was inspired by conver-
sations of one of us (JJ) with Chava Lifshitz about protein
mass-spectrometry. This article is dedicated to the memory of
Chava Lifshitz, a wonderful person, a remarkable educator and
an outstanding scientist.
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